We have designed and built theéchelle spectrograph FOCES fed by 100 m optical fibres to be mounted at the Cassegrain focus of either the 2.2m or the 3.5m telescope at the Calar Alto Observatory. The spectrograph itself follows a white-pupil design collimated with two off-axis parabolic mirrors. The 15 cm beam leaving the 31.6 lines/mm R2échelle is refocussed in the vicinity of a small folding mirror which allows efficient removal of scattered light. The cross-dispersion is achieved with a tandem prism mounting, and the beam imaged with an f = 3 transmission camera onto a field centered on a 1024 2 thinned Tektronix CCD with 24 m pixel diameter. Theéchelle image covers the visible spectral region from 380 to 750 nm displayed in 70 spectral orders with full spectral coverage. Spectral orders are separated by 20 pixels in the blue and by 10 pixels in the red. The maximum spectral resolution is R = = = 40600 with a 2 pixel resolution element; unvignetted resolution as defined by the fibre alone would be obtained at R = 18000. Replacing the CCD by a 2048 2 chip with 15 m pixel diameter and taking into account light losses from a reduced entrance slit width a full 2 pixel resolution of R = 65000 is obtained.
Introduction
Many large telescopes provide a Coudé focus to observe highresolution stellar absorption line spectra in a format that was originally fitted to the size of photographic plates. While the photographic emulsion since then has been replaced by the CCD, the available spectrographs often do not allow the exposure of more than a very small part of a single spectral order. This requires multiple exposures as soon as a significant fraction of the visible spectrum is needed, either introducinga strong decrease of available telescope time or leading to an unacceptable shortening of the scientific programs.
The obvious solution is anéchelle spectrograph installed at either Coudé or Cassegrain focus. Due to the surprising development of modern CCDs cross-dispersedéchelle spectrographs can image the complete visible spectrum with moderate to high resolution on a single chip of 1024 2 or even 2048 2 pixels. A feẃ echelle spectrographs have been built during the last decade and are now used with great success for a number of astrophysical programs. There are, however, large telescopes not equipped with anéchelle spectrograph though there exists an increasing demand of spectroscopic telescope observing time. One of these sites was the German-Spanish Astronomical Center on the Calar Alto with its large telescopes of 2.2m and 3.5m diameter. The 2.2m telescope which is a twin to the one on La Silla, has a large Coudé spectrograph with f = 3 and f = 12 cameras. Both can be equipped with a CCD camera providing resolution elements (2 pixel) of = = 20000 to 45000. The shorter camera is therefore not really appropriate to observe absorption line spectra of cool stars. Moreover, the CCD installed at the f = 3 focus cuts out a small spectral range of 10 nm only. For many purposes this was unsatisfactory. Abundance analyses or simultaneous investigations of spectral lines always require significant spectral coverage which could be obtained only with multiple exposures. An illustrative example is the Coudé spectroscopy of a 10th magnitude star. Near 5000Å a single exposure of 60 min is required to reach a S/N ratio of 100. If a total of 1000Å coverage is necessary one had to spend a whole night observing only this one star. Vice versa, a large amount of observing time can be saved by offering a spectrograph with resolution comparable to Coudé spectrographs but spectral coverage including the full visible wavelength range. We therefore decided to build anéchelle spectrograph for use at the Calar Alto 2.2m and 3.5m telescopes. The final design of this instrument was driven by a number of constraints that were specified by the needs of the spectroscopy of stellar absorption lines. We benefitted strongly from experience with existingéch-elle spectrographs such as the ESO CASPEC which was one of the few instruments being in regular use at large telescopes.
The first concern was the definition of theéchelle image on currently available CCDs. Starting with repeatability of spectroscopic exposures as a fundamental requirement we decided to decouple the spectrograph entrance slit from the telescope focus using fibre optics transmission. The basic advantage is evident; the spectrograph can be mounted under conditions that are easily controlled. There is no spectrograph flexure, and this has a number of principal but also practical advantages. The mechanical properties of the instrument can be designed in such a way that extremely high stability is achieved. This, in turn, allows a highly accurate definition of spectrum positions and thus precise Doppler velocities to be measured. There are no shifts in the (cross-dispersed) positions of spectral orders from one exposure to another due to changing the telescope elevation. This turned out to be a major problem with spectrographs mounted at the Cassegrain focus; it did not allow simple co-adding of spectra nor did it improve the necessary flatfield corrections since it sometimes increased the pixel noise instead of removing it.
Another major problem encountered with existingéchelle spectrographs such as the CASPEC is buried in the illumination of the spectrograph entrance slit which may be quite different for a stellar image and for a somewhat diffuse light source such as the flatfield halogen lamp. Part of that difference may be due to vignetting of the telescope and the spectrograph camera of which only the latter is experienced by the calibration lamps. Another part must be ascribed to the uneven illumination of the slit by the stellar image with its seeing intensity distribution as compared with a very smooth illumination of the flatfield lamp. The spectrograph beams and the resulting monochromatic slit images are thus different in such a way that theéchelle blaze functions of object and flatfield can differ by substantial amounts. This accounts for a non-linear low-frequency modulation of the spectral continua which often limits the quantitative analysis of broad absorption lines and spectral bands. The resulting non-linear continuum also makes impossible the combination of adjacent spectral orders even in case of large order overlap.
Scattered light background is very important to consider. Under uncontrolled conditions such as those found at the Cassegrain focus the mechanical constraints generally do not allow to build large spectrographs. This excludes designs with a secondary slit image and consequently does not permit control of the light scattered in the spectrograph. A considerable fraction of the astronomical light is therefore lost to a complicated background pattern destroying the remaining information contained in the spectral orders. The instrumental background has been discussed in a number of papers (Gehren and Ponz 1986, Hall et al. 1994 ) with strategies to model it during extraction of thé echelle spectra. It is also demonstrated there that instrumental scattered light can swallow a considerable fraction of the photons available with losses of 10 to 50 %. If possible it would be much better to avoid scattered light at all or at least keep it out of the camera beam. Whereas the selection and the improvement of optical components can help avoiding instrumental scattering it is also very important to block it with the help of baffles or diaphragms. The second approach requires a special design with the beam refocussed after leaving theéchelle grating; thus at least the light scattered from all optical surfaces in front of and including theéchelle grating can be effectively removed. As a consequence the local scattering component which fills the interorder area of theéchelle images with photons in rough proportion to the adjacent order intensities (cf. Gehren and Ponz 1986) would be nearly absent. The global scattered light must be due to instrumental scattering in the final optical components of the spectrograph, the cross-disperser and the camera. To keep this scattering component to a minimum it is advantageous to avoid a grating as cross-dispersing element.
As discussed above the flatfield correction oféchelle order spectra is problematic. Small drifts of order positions as observed in someéchelle spectrographs mounted at the Cassegrain focus sometimes lead to a situation in which the order centers of astronomical object and flatfield exposure are systematically displaced by up to 1 pixel. Since the cross-order profile (i.e. the average seeing disk) is generally fitted to the resolution element, its halfwidth is only a few pixels. Any offset therefore will lead to a poor flatfield correction since the cross-order maxima of the astronomical object will be divided by an off-maximum value of the flatfield. In such cases a pixelwise correction becomes impossible. The increase of the slit length of the flatfield exposure in order to cover the full width of the object exposure with a high-signal flatfield improves the situation, but now the different illumination of the slit is even more problematic since it extends to different slit areas. It is therefore important to find an independent solution of the flatfield problem which allows a fully two-dimensional pixel-by-pixel correction of the flatfield and retains the proper blaze function. This can be achieved with two different kinds of flatfields. The first is a white light beam entering only the cross-disperser. This cross-order flatfield is supposed to provide a smooth exposure level across the full CCD including the interorder area. It can be normalized easily and used as a wavelength-dependent two-dimensional flatfield. Applied to the objectéchelle order spectrum it leaves the blaze function to be corrected by the usual order flatfield exposure. However, this flatfield would then be used only after order extraction for a one-dimensional correction, and it will have to be filtered to fully remove the high-frequency pixel-to-pixel variation since the latter is already accounted for by the cross-order flatfield. The cross-order flatfield concept can be replaced by the usual one-dimensional order flatfield in case of good signal.
Spectral coverage and adjacentéchelle order overlap are constraints to the echelle format and must therefore be thor-oughly evaluated. Spectral coverage has been one of the driving motivations to build the FOCES. It can easily save a factor of 20 in exposure time as compared with conventional Coudé spectrographs. There are, however, limits to this approach that cannot be neglected. High-resolution stellar spectroscopy is mostly dedicated to cool stars of, say, spectral types later than A. The flux of such objects is heavily weighted towards the red spectral range which accounts for long exposure times to obtain a reasonable signal in the blue. During such exposures the very red spectrum may become overexposed and therefore useless. Depending on the type of cross-disperser theéchelle orders become very crowded in the red or blue region of the spectrum. Any stretching of the cross-order scale will become a waste of CCD real estate. Finally, a large spectral coverage is very difficult in that it requires a highly precise atmospheric dispersion corrector to eliminate the differential atmospheric refraction which elongates the seeing disk into a spectrum of up to a few arcseconds. After all the absence of a dispersion corrector effectively limits the spectral coverage to at most a factor of 2. Even that will be possible only for small zenith distances. While an infinite coverage would be preferable from the observers point of view, we decided to limit the FOCES to that factor of 2. The standard wavelength region was planned to cover 380 to 750 nm, with an option to tune the cross-disperser in such a way that the region could be shifted to the red. Thus another option is a spectral coverage from 400 to 800 nm or from 430 to 900 nm. Implications for the selection of optical components, fibres and the CCD are discussed below. In most applications it is the idea of full spectral coverage that is discussed and aimed at when designing a spectrograph. There is no difference in our approach although it should be mentioned that order overlap is nearly as important. Even with full spectral coverage a considerable amount of light is lost in the red where the outer parts of the order blaze functions are not recovered. Additionally, the lack of order overlap makes the combination oféchelle order spectra difficult to impossible.
The use of optical fibres to transmit the astronomical light from the telescope focus to a remote spectrograph entrance slit has led to some experience during recent installations (Ramsey and Huenemoerder 1987) . It is a source of potential light losses that should be avoided as far as possible. Compared with a system of lenses and mirrors the throughput is inferior, but that is mostly compensated by the advantage of being able to redirect the optical path. The light-scrambling properties of optical fibres also lead to an improved illumination of the spectrograph entrance slit which, in turn, solves the blaze function problem noted above; they also provide stable slit images which lead to more accurate Doppler velocity determinations (Heacox 1986 , Ramsey 1988 ). There are also disadvantages entering the spectrographic system with the use of fibres. First, the degradation of the light cone at the fibre end disperses light into the spectrograph which may reappear as scattered light on the finaléchelle image unless it is removed immediately after the entrance slit. Second, the spectral transmission of available optical fibres is strongly modulated by internal absorption of OH ; ions. This leads to a considerable reduction of the transmission function in the near infrared, although more recent developments have led to considerably improved properties (Barden 1995) . There is a number of difficulties connected with the confection of the fibres that require special technologies which will be described below. It is evident that a spectrograph should be designed to obtain a maximal throughput. This requires an optimization of the number of optical surfaces as well as their optimal coating. Another advantage is the use of a transmission camera.
We give a full description of the spectrograph in Sect. 2 including optical layout, electronic and mechanical systems. In Sect. 3 we discuss the telescope module and the fibre optics. In Sect. 4 we present some of the first observations obtained at the 2.2m telescope of the German-Spanish Astronomical Center on Calar Alto. We present a data extraction software used to obtainéchelle order spectra and compare the results of these test observations with the predicted performance of FOCES. The final section carries a discussion of the spectrograph in its present state.
Spectrograph
The principles discussed in the introduction define FOCES as a stationaryéchelle spectrograph mounted at some remote laboratory in the dome building. This isolation of theéchelle spectrograph is of threefold nature:
-first of all the spectrograph is 18 m away from the Cassegrain focus of the telescope. The interruption of the optical light path therefore requires a relay in form of an optical fibre with advantages and disadvantages discussed above; -the spectrograph is also isolated mechanically. This has two advantages: it decouples the instrument from the movement of the telescope and thus avoids mechanical flexure. It also provides the base for an efficient reduction of mechanical vibrations; -finally, it puts the spectrograph in a controlled thermal environment. Consequently, thermal drifts of the instrument during an observing night due to temperature changes in the dome are avoided. The spectrograph can be isolated, first by holding the temperature in the laboratory constant, and second by controlling the heat development in the spectrograph itself if necessary. In fact, the latter control proved unnecessary since encoders and motors were selected to produce minimum heat. This concept has only two severe disadvantages. The optical fibre link will swallow photons that in a direct mounting of the instrument would reach the detector, and our fibre design does not allow a long slit that may be needed for sky background correction of very faint objects. Both disadvantages are taken into account. The light losses due to fibre transmission (see below) are more than compensated by the possibility to use a transmission camera instead of the typical Schmidt camera of a directly mounted instrument. Moreover, FOCES is intentionally designed for a S/N 30 which normally limits the sky background to a small fraction of the total signal ( 10%).
FOCES is not really a high-resolution spectrograph. Budgetary and technical restrictions forced us to compromise the astronomical requirements with beam size, fibre diameters and available CCD chips; therefore theéchelle spectrograph will work at the 2.2m telescope with a standard resolution of R = 40600 providing a two-pixel resolution element. This limit is set by the 24 m pixel distance and the area of the 1024 2 Tektronix CCD chip. The maximum spectrograph resolution product at the 2.2m telescope is R = 60300 with the slit width entered in arcsec; at the 2.2m telescope the standard slit width corresponds to 130 m which subtends a 1.5 arcsec angle on the sky. Thus a CCD chip with 2048 2 pixels of 15 m distance would yield a 2 pixel resolution of R = 65000 with increased spectral coverage, however, implying significant light losses at the entrance slit due to reduction to 0.8 arcsec slit width. The spectrograph was also designed to be mounted alternatively at either the Calar Alto 2.2m or the 3.5m telescope, however, with a reduced throughput or resolution at the 3.5m.
Optical design
The optical layout of the FOCES spectrograph follows a white pupil design that has been documented by Baranne (1988) . The advantages are discussed there in detail so we need only emphasize that one of its important features for us is the intermediate image of the spectrum which can efficiently be cleaned from scattered light emanating from theéchelle grating. Baranne et al.(1996) have built a very similar instrument (ELODIE) for the Observatoire de Haute-Provence. It uses a tan = 4échelle grating in combination with a 10 cm spectrograph beam and a prism-grism cross-disperser. Due to the strong support obtained from the European Southern Observatory the optical layout of FOCES emerged to become very similar to the one proposed for the UV-Visual Echelle Spectrograph built for the ESO Very Large Telescope (Dekker et al. 1992 ). The optical characteristics of the FOCES design are given in Table 1 below, and the layout is shown in Fig. 1 . A few principles differ from those specified for the UVES. 1. The area of the entrance slit is immediately aside the folding mirror which makes the UVES-type entrance folding mirror unnecessary. The entrance slit and its spectral image are therefore very near together.
2. Our spectrograph beam ist only 15cm, therefore theéch-elle grating is correspondingly smaller, with an R2échelle fitting the goals of FOCES. 3. Instead of a low-order grating we use a double prism for cross-dispersion. This accounts for a less strongly changing interorder distance, and it significantly reduces local straylight in the spectrum. 4. Finally, FOCES has a transmission camera of an only moderate f = 3 design.
Echelle Grating
Theéchelle grating is blazed at B = 65 and has 31.6 lines/mm. Its ruled area corresponds to an overfilling by the 15 cm beam of 34 mm. This 11% linear overfilling leads to only 4.5% vignetting of the beam which optimizes the product of throughput and resolution. As is evident from Fig. 1 the spectrograph works in an extreme near-Littrow configuration of thé echelle which is possible with a non-zero angle transverse to the direction of dispersion, = 0:7 . The obvious advantages of the quasi-Littrow configuration (cf. Schroeder 1987) include an increased efficiency of theéchelle grating.
Theéchelle is kept in a gimbal mount with all three axes fully adjustable as shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is oriented upside down to avoid dust contamination of the surface. The adjustment is accurate to within 10 arcsec on each of the axes. Two of the axes are controlled manually with screws, while the transverse horizontal axis can be read out and moved with a DC motor using a gray code absolute encoder. This allows a careful centering of the blaze function on the detector. Intentionally, it also allows decentering the orders such as to cover nearinfrared spectral regions at the order ends that are outside normal coverage (i.e. at wavelengths > 750 nm where the full spectral coverage ends).
Collimators and folding mirror
The collimator consists of a pair of off-axis paraboloids cut from a single parabolic f = 2 Zerodur TM blank with a focal length of 1524 mm. The diameter of the collimators is 254 mm, and they are mounted in aluminium housings that allow directional fine tuning with precision screws. For optimal performance the mirror surfaces are silver-coated with a special cover avoiding corrosion. The overall reflectivity is more than 99% at maximum (near 6000Å), but decreases to 90% near 4000Å. The double paraboloid arrangement is very efficient in removing most of the aberrations due to the tilted incidence of the beam (see Dekker et al. 1992) .
Between the two collimators the spectrograph beam is folded on a small plane Zerodur TM mirror of 100 10 mm size, in the immediate vicinity of which an intermediate image of thé echelle spectrum is observed. This offers the unique advantage to free the spectrum from most of the scattered light produced at theéchelle and other surfaces and edges simply by inserting a diaphragm which passes only the light falling through the intermediate image. The resulting improvement gives FOCES nearly the quality of a monochromator as is shown in Sect. 4.
Cross disperser
After recollimation on the second collimator the beam enters a cross-dispersing tandem prism (cf. Fig. 2(b) ). The prisms are made of LF5 with a basis length of 160 mm and a width of 112.6 mm. LF5 has been chosen because its transmission in the near ultraviolet is very high as compared with other flint glasses, and because its angular dispersion is high enough. The prism angle is 33 , and the prisms are used near minimum deviation. The strong cross-dispersion required implies the tandem prism arrangement to avoid problems with total reflexion that would be present on a single 55 prism. The symmetric position is read out and adjusted with an accuracy of 2 arcmin. Fig. 3 . Full view of recorded single-fibre spectrum of a cool star displaying 70échelle orders ranging from 3900 to 7000Å, with a single bad column on the CCD chip of the test camera. At bottom right the inset shows a magnified section of theéchelle image near the atmospheric O2 band at 6800Å. The spectrograph slit is set to full two-pixel resolution (R = 40600), corresponding to 1:5 00 at the focal plane. The seeing was 2:5 00 as is evident from the cross-order width.
The prisms are anti-reflection coated with an efficiency better than 95% over the full visible wavelength region. Compared with a grating as a cross-disperser the tandem prism thus has a gain in efficiency of approximately 20 to 30%. It also removes the global cross-order scattered light level on the detector. Moreover, the prism is also first choice because it allows a much more economic use of the CCD real estate; whereas a grating produces an order separation y / 2 the prism order separation varies only / ;1 clustering in the red instead of the blue. The second aspect is particularly important since the blue signal is always considerably fainter than the red and the interorder definition therefore much more significant.
While the prism cross-disperser provides a sufficient separation of theéchelle orders for observations with a single fibre, FOCES can also be used in a dual-fibre mode that requires nearly twice the cross-dispersion. This is achieved with an additional grism that can be moved into the beam immediately in front of the prisms as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The resultingéchelle image pattern is shown in Fig. 3 for a short single-fibre exposure of Procyon.
Mechanical design and stability
The spectrograph is mounted on an optical bench made of ferromagnetic stainless steel which weighs 300 kg. While its mechanical properties are optimized for frequencies below 50 Hz to compensate for small perturbations such as encountered in dome buildings, there are resonances near 140 Hz and higher, which are damped pneumatically using a system of shock absorbers to mount the bench on. The overall mechanical stability is therefore very high and makes the spectrograph particularly useful for radial velocity work.
Thermal stability is enforced by the design itself. FOCES is set up under controlled thermal conditions such as found in a Coudé laboratory of a telescope dome. The room temperature is not assumed to vary by more than 2 K. The spectrograph with the optical bench is housed in a cover additionally isolated with polystyrene. No active cooling of the spectrograph is needed since the internal heat from motors is negligibly small; this is guaranteed by switching off the active electronic components immediately after they have been used; this is possible due to use of absolute encoders.
Fibre optics and telescope module
The coupling of telescope and remote spectrograph by optical fibres is a relatively new technique. Not all the problems and their consequences for scientific applications are by now fully understood; therefore it is necessary to test the fibre characteristics such as transmission and degradation as well as their imaging properties and their response to mechanical and thermal conditions. Provided that the latter two items are well under control it is transmission and degradation which must be optimized with respect to the optical and astronomical requirements.
Properties of optical fibres
Although the basic properties of optical fibres used in astronomy have been examined repeatedly (e.g. Ramsey 1988) , there seem to co-exist diverging results about the quantitative performance of different fibre types. We have therefore measured degradation and transmission properties of various fibres from different distributors, among them Laser Components, Mitsubishi, Polymicro, and Schott. Fibres for use in astronomy are mostly of the multimode type with core diameters between 50 and a few hundred m. The FOCES optical design is built essentially on the assumption that the exit pupil of the microlens serves as the spectrograph entrance slit. This limits the fibre diameter to values 100 m. For a resolution of R 40000 a larger diameter would require aperture slicing. For better comparison we have examined fibres with core diameters between 50 and 200 m; the data of which are listed in Table 2 . The experimental arrangement is nearly identical to that of Craig et al. (1988) , and it therefore differs somewhat from most of the setups found in the literature (e.g. Avila 1988 , Ramsey 1988 , however, it serves well to at least provide a differential comparison of the fibres. We have taken care that the fibre input is identical to that used in the spectrograph. The fibres are cut, inserted into a holder and polished; the customized fibre ends are then plugged into a precision stage using an adapter. The stage is mounted on a rotating table such that the fibre end is always found on the axis of rotation. A stationary He-Ne laser mounted outside the table illuminates the fibre end with the angle of incidence defined by the angular position of the rotating table.
The light cone at the fibre exit is not filled uniformly (except for very small angles of incidence); but its outer edge is welldefined, so the f-ratio can be determined from measurements on an exit screen without ambiguity. From comparison of the results for positive and negative input angles we estimate that our data refer to approximately 80% of encircled light.
The corresponding output light cones are represented in the last column of Table 2 for an f/5 input from which we conclude that quite generally the 100 m fibres perform much better than the 200 m ones. This does not seem to depend on manufacturer or cladding with the exception that the Mitsubishi 50 m fibres have a degradation even stronger than the 200 m ones. While similar results have been reported by Avila and D'Odorico (1988) and Guérin and Felenbok (1988) these data are at variance with the fibre properties published by Ramsey (1988) . The outstanding performance of the 100 m fibres is therefore not easy to understand. The Polymicro fibres seem to have the least degradation and were selected for further transmission studies. 
Fibre confectioning
The degradation tests show that typical fibres react sensitively on strain and stresses. Since optical fibres are usually delivered with only a polyamide coat to avoid light losses, long fibre connections suffer from stresses under heavy bending. To avoid extreme degradation it is therefore necessary to put the fibre in a tube that takes most of the strain and stresses from the fibre itself. The FOCES fibres have been confectioned by wrapping the original fibre in a smoothly fitting teflon mantle, and then again wrapping the resulting tube in a steel spiral. As a result the fibres should not suffer very much from focal ratio degradation. However, first observations (Sect. 4) show a residual non-grey noise level of 0.5% when moving the fibre position with the telescope. Thus at present the spectral properties of the light transfer through the optical fibres must be considered as experimental only.
In spite of the careful confectioning the insertion of the fibre produces differential forces with respect to the tube due to expansion under gravity that can lead to disruption of the fibre. The fibre is therefore carried through a strain compensation box that is attached to the spectrograph immediately in front of the spectrograph slit. In this box the fibre runs in a few uncoated loops which allows for a compensation of the interacting forces. It also makes it possible to thread the fibres into the plugs which otherwise would be a topological problem. Thus the confectioning of the fibres turned out to be one of the most complicated tasks of the project.
Telescope module and fibre entry
The interface between the telescope and the fibre optic input at the focal plane consists of a telescope module mounted at the Cassegrain flange. It is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The telescope module carries the the fibre head with a reflecting tilted circular aperture that determines the angular field accepted by the fibre, and simultaneously allows guiding on the entrance aperture using the telescope guiding facilities. It also provides the calibration lamps for flatfield and wavelength comparison exposures.
Entrance aperture
Light entering theéchelle spectrograph through the fibre passes through a circular diaphragm in the small tilted mirror just atop the fibre head. Three such entrance apertures can be exchanged, with corresponding input light cone (fibre f ratio) and resolution as given in Table 3 . The light reflected from the aperture edges can be observed with the telescope guiding system. In case of the dual-fibre mode the entrance aperture consists of 2 diaphragms with the same diameters as given above. In the telescope focal plane the holes are separated by 3 mm corresponding to 35 arcsec (2.2m) and 18 arcsec (3.5m), respectively. The directional orientation of the dual-fibre aperture is fixed to E-W direction; it can be changed only by rotating the telescope guide system. 
Calibration lamps
At present the telescope module provides two calibration light sources that are housed in tubes attached to the module at 90 distance. Their beams are designed to have roughly the same fratio as the telescope beam in order to fill the entrance aperture with the same light cone. The actual light source is located at the diffusor the diameter of which also determines the light cone. A field mirror tilted by 45 with respect to the beam reflects the light onto the diaphragm. It can be moved into and out of the field by a sledge, and it can be rotated by 90 steps to accept light from either input source. Calibration light sources are a halogen lamp for flatfield exposures and a Th-Ar lamp for wavelength comparison standards. Both lamps and the field mirror are operated remotely from the console.
Fibre head
As shown in Fig. 5(a) the fibre head is attached to the telescope module immediately below the telescope focal plane. Its detailed configuration is shown in Fig. 5(b) . It consists of a fibre head plug that is plugged into a positioningunit, so that the fibre head plug can be adjusted to its proper position by corresponding slides. The fibre head plug holds the head of the optical fibre and the microlens that is used to re-image the telescope pupil onto the fibre head. The imaging principle is shown in Fig. 6(a) , from which it is obvious that the diameter of the focal plane aperture determines the f-ratio of the light cone entering the fibre. As described in Sect. 4 the available entrance apertures should be chosen with respect to the seeing disk. This particular re-imaging construction of the light path avoids the disadvantages of a direct fibre feed that lead to imperfect scrambling of the object light depending on seeing or, more generally, on the distribution of light in the focal plane (cf. Watson & Terry 1995).
Fibre exit and slit assembly
The fibre exit is optically very similar to the fibre head. It is mounted into the same type of plug and fibre positioner, and it produces a scrambled image of the entrance aperture exactly at the entrance slit of the spectrograph using a microlens glued to the fibre exit surface. The corresponding principle is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The symmetric optical interfaces at entrance and exit of the fibre also have the advantage that the degradation of the light cone in the fibre does not overly affect the transfer efficiency. Whereas the resolution changes with the slit width, the collimator always produces an image of the full exit pupil on theéchelle grating provided that the spectrograph entrance slit is fully open.
This arrangement provides a simple but efficient way to increase the resolution by narrowing the spectrograph entrance slit. The corresponding light losses are substantially smaller than those obtained with a fibre of appropriately reduced diameter or a correspondingly smaller diaphragm at the fibre head. Assuming a Gaussian seeing of full halfwidth , an entrance diaphragm of diameter will pass a fraction of the light of a point source according to The spectrograph slit instead cuts out a rectangular crosssection of width of the entrance aperture diameter , where o and x = = . Since determines the spectral resolution the transfer of photons through the fibre system is controlled by the product of the two formulae above. Thus for a given spectral resolution there are three ranges of seeing that require a particular choice of an optimal entrance aperture as shown in Fig. 7 for R = 40600. Note that the use of the diaphragm with 130 m diameter -although fitting exactly to the resolution -is only suggested for a seeing below 1 arcsec. The larger diaphragms are considerably better for medium or bad seeing. Of course, no light is lost even with bad seeing if the resolution is adjusted accordingly by opening the spectrograph slit.
First observations
FOCES has been through a number of test observing runs in the laboratory and on three telescopes, the 80cm Wendelstein telescope of the Munich University Observatory, and the DSAZ 2.2m and 3.5m telescopes on Calar Alto. In addition to tests of proper installation and fine adjustment of the optical components a number of stellar spectra were taken ranging from V 0 (Procyon) to 11 mag. Weather conditions at the telescopes Fig. 7 . Light losses at the 2.2m telescope at R = 40600 with different entrance apertures. The choice of the appropriate aperture is indicated by the continuous part of the curves.
were never near to optimal with both seeing and atmospheric transparency degrading the results; therefore all estimates of the spectrograph performance are somewhat preliminary. The instrument parameters are under computer control except for the spectrograph slit which is adjusted manually. They are operated from a VT100-type terminal emulation, and they provide spectrograph settings, object identification, and exposure with a number of submenus.
FOCES data reduction software
The FOCESéchelle data reduction software (EDRS) consists of a number of modules written in IDL 1 . Such modules comprise the basic input/output and data-handling routines, display functions that allow inspection of the original and reduced data, auxiliary routines which support detection of features and image processing, andéchelle spectrum extraction. In addition to the basic modules there exist application command files to extract well-calibrated one-dimensional spectra in a fully automatic mode. The single routines contain entry and exit variables (arguments), and optional keyword parameters. Since the language is interpreted, the FOCES software package consists of source code. All procedures or functions include a documentation header that can be read online with an INFO command.
All efforts have been undertaken to make the EDRS software package as independent of operating system features as is possible under IDL, however, the principal use is currently under a DIGITAL UNIX system. No attempts have been made to generalized the EDRS software for use with data obtained from other spectrographs.
FOCES spectrum extraction is subdivided into a number of consecutive steps for which a standard set of exposures must be available if the automatic extraction mode is to be used suc-1 IDL is a high-level interactive language distributed by Research Systems Inc.
cessfully. These exposures must all refer to the same set of parameters such as CCD camera and center wavelength setting etc. If only one of the above exposures is missing the automatic extraction will not give the desired result. The EDRS automatic data reduction is able to co-add or average object, bias, dark, flatfield or calibration exposures. Bias and dark subtraction are done as usual leaving only the true spectrographic images, corrected for much of the instrumental response. Additional parameters determining details of the spectrum extraction process are entered by editing a FITS-like parameter file, USER.PAR.
The following subsections describe the reduction steps. Fig. 8 . Cross-order intensity tracing over the whole wavelength range demonstrating the low straylight level. The scale at left is in ADU's. Pixel # 0 corresponds to 3900Å, pixel # 1000 to 6800Å. The maximum signal was 42 000 ADU's, and the straylight background is thus everywhere less than 1%.
Order detection
The primary detection routine, ORD PATT, finds the approximate positions of theéchelle orders by using cross-order scans starting at the center of order dispersion where the signal is highest. From there it follows the order ridges to both sides, and it approximates the order ridge positions by polynomials of low degree. This procedure is reasonably robust against hot pixels and bad columns since it first applies a median filter to the image which does not affect the search for the true position of the order ridges. Since the object exposures are normally faint, the order positions should be obtained from the corresponding order flatfield exposure instead. The above algorithm works on continuous orders; it fails to detect the order positions of wavelength calibration exposures and of pure emission line objects.
Background correction
Even the best spectrograph cannot completely avoid scattered light. This is found between the spectral orders at an intensity level sometimes significantly above zero. However, for FOCES this light level is very low as seen in Fig. 8 ; therefore, it can be approximated by a smooth interorder minimum signal. For this purpose both object and order flatfield exposure are examined along the interorder center positions and the intensity values along these positions are fed into a least squares approximation of low degree.
Order extraction
Once the order positions are known the appropriate order extraction is applied to all remainingéchelle images (object, order flatfield, and wavelength comparison). There are basically two ways to sample theéchelle orders, one using the order ridge positions y (m) (x) and a specified sampling width y, y being the cross-order coordinate. With these data the pixel intensities found at constant x within y (m) (x) y=2 are added to define the spectrum order flux. This type of extraction is obtained with Fig. 9 . Difference between the results of RAW ORDER and OPT EXTR demonstrating essentially the removal of cosmic events procedure RAW ORDER. The second procedure uses an elaborate method to estimate the intensity values found across the order. This allows to detect non-linear pixel intensities by comparison with a mean cross-order profile, and it is done using an optimal extraction algorithm in procedure OPT EXTR similar to the one proposed by Horne (1986) .
After order extraction has been performed, the order spectra still contain theéchelle blaze which is essentially a (sin x) 2 =x 2 function. The blaze is mostly removed by dividingthe object exposure through the extracted (one-dimensional) order flatfield. Since the order flatfield spectrum is exposed through the same fibre as the object, it should leave the resulting object continuum modulated with the ratio of the continuous spectra of object and flatfield lamp. Fig. 9 shows that for sufficiently high signal the difference between the two extraction modes mentioned above is mostly due to the different treatment of cosmic ray events.
Wavelength calibration
WAVE CAL provides the wavelength calibration of the extracted order spectra; first it compares the extracted multi-order comparison spectrum with a template spectrum that consists of a multi-order intensity tracing combined with an appropriate wavelength calibration. Centering of the order spectra with re- spect to the x coordinate as well as the correct identification of the order pattern (with the center wavelength) is achieved using a very simple version of a spatial correlation function. A nearly perfect calibration of the new spectrum is thus already obtained as a first approximation. A calibration spectrum line list containing a sufficient number of emission lines is then compared Fig. 11 demonstrates that the rms mean calibration error of all orders is just as low although there exists a small degradation towards the red. In fact it shows that the 15 m CCD provides an even better solution with a single order rms error of only 1.5 mÅ in the visible spectrum corresponding to a single order accuracy of 90 m s ;1 or a formal error of the 70 order mean of only 18 m s ;1 . The latter value is reproduced for a number of exposures, and it veryfies the expectactions about the instrumental accuracy. This compares favourably with the results found for the ELODIE spectrograph of Baranne et al. (1996) .
Comparison of predicted and actual performance
On the 1024 2 Tektronix CCD the image of theéchelle spectrum covers approximately 70 orders in the visual with full overlap to the first minimum of the blaze function up to 5200Å. A typical exposure is displayed in Fig. 3 . During the first test observing runs a total of more than 200 exposures for 73 stars have been obtained. A small part of some of the typical spectra around the Mg Ib lines is shown in Fig. 12 . As is evident from Fig. 9 the spectral continuum is well defined. Thus it is possible to measure line profiles such as the Mg Ib lines to an accuracy better than 1% (under most circumstances even better than 0.5%).
It was mentioned above (see Fig. 3 ) that the seeing was mostly poor on Calar Alto. This implies that under normal seeing conditions a considerable fraction of the photon flux is lost as is shown in Fig. 7 . Whenever full resolution is required the possible faintest magnitude thus will be affected by 0.3 -0.8 mag. Own experience during the test runs confirms this prediction: the limiting magnitude -defined for a 1 hour stellar exposure that produces a S/N of 100 with a resolution of 40000 at the DSAZ 2.2m telescope -should be be around V = 11.5. The atmospheric transparency has not yet been considered; thus an optimal value for the limiting magnitude might be as high as V = 11.8. This is only a few percent below our initial estimates. With the seeing improved according to Table 3 the limiting magnitude for the 3.5m telescope would be 1.0 mag higher, however, as shown in Table 4 light losses due to inadequate seeing may easily compensate the increased collecting area of the larger primary mirror.
One of the main drivers of fibre-fed spectrographs installed outside the telescope dome is the absence of any kind of mechanical or thermal irregularities, provided that the spectrograph laboratory environment is under control. This should guarantee very small residuals in wavelength calibration as well as a high internal accuracy of the dispersion scale. This was in fact observed during the test runs. The results are reproduced in Fig. 10 . The accuracy of the dispersion calibration (obtained in the fully automatic mode) can be estimated in particular from Fig. 11 which produces a mean error of the completeéchelle spectrum of less than 50 m s ;1 . Comparison of multiple exposures confirms that not only internal velocity differences are rather small but also the absolute values are highly accurate. During the first test observations the resolution was still limited by the CCD pixel size (i.e. 24 m for the Tektronix chip). The corresponding resolution limit is nicely demonstrated by comparing spectra of a single star and a binary in Fig. 13 . Here, the faintest lines are just being resolved, and the binary nature of G28-43 becomes evident. Since the actual resolution product of FOCES is near R = 60000, the resolution can be improved at the expense of throughput using a 2k chip with 15 m pixels and a correspondingly narrower slit without installing a longer camera. A few more recent observations have been taken at the 2.2m telescope with R = 65000 using the Loral 2048 2 CCD. Comparing the different exposures in Fig. 14 the increase in resolution is evident from both line halfwidth and blend separation. We note that with the increased area of the Loral CCD the spectral coverage is extended to 3800 -8700Å. , and with the 15 m Loral CCD (bottom), respectively; the entrance slit was adjusted to fit exactly 2 pixel resolution elements such that R = 40600 (top) and R = 65000 (bottom). The bottom spectrum is shifted by a constant amount A final experiment was the installation of the dual-fibre mode intended to be used for background subtraction from faint object signals such as obtained at the 3.5m telescope. The fibre head consists of two identical diaphragms with 3 mm distance corresponding to 18". The position angle can be adjusted rotating the telescope guide unit if necessary. Both diaphragms feed identical 100 m fibres through microlenses, and both fibres are aligned on the spectrograph slit. Thus thé echelle pattern is double; between each pair of object spectral orders the corresponding sky background order is placed.
The cross dispersion required for the dual-fibre mode is approximately twice as high as in the single fibre mode since camera and detector are the same as in the standard single-fibre mode. It is provided by an additional blue or red grism placed in the beam immediately in front of the double prism. Present observational experience has not yet produced enough evidence to precisely describe the performance of the dual-fibre system.
FOCES has been in regular use now at the 2.2m telescope for a number of observing runs dealing mostly with high-resolution stellar spectroscopy. However, the cross-order flatfield and the optimal fibre configuration will have to be improved.
